8:30 AM  
Registration / Check-In

9:00 AM  
Welcome - Anna Dillingham: UPHA President and Abraham Hernandez: USOPHE President

9:05 AM  
USOPHE/UPHA Priority Topics- Carol Okumura: UPHA

9:15 AM  
Advocating for Public Health Panel  
Moderator - Teresa Garrett: UPHA

10:30 AM  
Networking Break - Steve Hawks: UPHA

11:00 AM  
Communicating with Decision Makers - Danny Harris: AARP

12:00 PM  
Skills Building and Practice - Linnea Fletcher: USOPHE

12:30 PM  
Lunch and Dismiss for Travel to Capitol

2:00-4:00 PM  
Meeting with legislators either by appointment or during floor time